Select Mondays, 3:30-4:50PM
Parkes 215

- Oct. 7: Jennifer Earl (Arizona)
  Did Police Become More Permissive, or Did Protesters Become Less Challenging?
  Explaining Variation in Police Presence and Action

- Nov. 4: April Faith-Slaker (Harvard Access to Justice Lab)
  Randomized Control Trials in the U.S. Legal Profession *co-sponsored with Applied Quantitative Methods Workshop*
  Please Note: 4:00PM in Parkes 222

- Nov. 18: Legal Studies Reading Group
  Misdemeanorland, by Issa Kohler-Hausmann *co-sponsored with the Center for Legal Studies*

- Dec. 2: Jane Pryma (Northwestern)
  Moral Technologies of Expertise: How Opioids Made the Right to Pain Relief Possible
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